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AGS: Data format used by the “Association of Geotech-

nical and Geoenvironmental Specialists” in the United 

Kingdom. Defines the database structure for projects. 

Apps: The individual programs with OpenGround includ-

ing: Professional, Excel Extension, Data Entry and others. 

BGS: “British Geological Survey” 

Bulk Update: Used to change the value of a specific field 

(column) across multiple rows. 

Configuration Pack: Pre-defined set of standard tables, 

reports and logs. Generally change based on project type, 

or client specific requirements.  

Dataset: Collection of geospatial information , can be in-

dividualized styled. 

Expressions: Equations used for combining fields, modi-

fied data and outputting results. 

Fence: See “Section” 

Field: Individual columns in the project tables. 

Free Form: Field that allows entry of typed values.  

Grid: The rectangular “Excel-Like” part of OpenGround 

that contains the data. 

Group: Collection of users, allows classification and allo-

cating rights to create, edit, or delete projects, users and 

settings. 

Location Groups: Set of locations based on physical loca-

tion, location type or other criteria. 

Log Report: Similar to Quick Log, however multiple loca-

tions can be selected. 

Picklist: Set of pre-defined choices for a field, only allows 

one value to be chosen. 

Project Explorer: Section to the left of the grid showing 

tables, reports and dropdown menus. 

QuickList: Combines picklist-like values with free form 

text entry. Outputs into a single field based on input. 

Quick Log: Output of a single location log report 

Reports: Read-only tables that allow combining data from 

multiple tables for reviewing and comparing. 

Ribbons: Context-Specific tools that appear at the top of 

OpenGround. 

Saved Searches: Preset view showing filtered/sorted grid 

output. 

Section: Report showing several locations relative to each 

other. Also known as cross-sections. 

Snapshot: Manually created backup of a project. 

Strip: The vertical column(s) that are combined and used 

to create a log report. 

Strip Set: Preconfigured set of strips that make up the 

lower portion of log outputs. 

Team: Project level collection of users that allow them to 

view or enter data only on specified grids and reports. 

Template: Predefined output style for logs, plans and 

fences. 

Trigger Sets: Allows data to be themed based on specific 

criteria such as blow counts, etc. 

WMS: Web Map Service, a standard for viewing georefer-

enced images over the internet. 
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